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THE MI HAWKSMOOR DISTRIBUTION FUND 

 
The one-stop investment solution for  

income and growth. 

QUARTERLY REPORT 
Q1 2020 

The Distribution Fund’s primary aim is to deliver an attractive level of income. In doing this, 

the managers will aim to ensure the Fund's yield will always be at a premium to a composite 

index of financial asset classes (equities, bonds, property and cash).  The intention is to 

increase the distribution alongside an increase in capital growth, in order to maintain an 

attractive distribution yield for new and existing investors.  Therefore, investors should expect 

to receive a total return on their investment that will be somewhat correlated to financial 

markets given the Fund’s fully invested, albeit diversified, portfolio. 

INVESTMENT OUTCOME 
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MARKET PERFORMANCE 

Top and bottom three performing asset classes 

The first quarter of 2020 was the most difficult quarter for investors since the depths of the great financial crisis over a decade 
ago, with financial markets suffering the fastest transition from bull to bear market in history. These unprecedented and 
unpredictable market falls had a number of key drivers, the majority of which can be linked directly to the impact of COVID-19 
on the world. Negative performance during the quarter was particularly concentrated into a one month period between 19th 
February and 23rd March as the coronavirus spread from China across into Europe, where mass lockdowns took place in an 
effort to slow the spread of the disease and help ease the burden on global healthcare systems. As investors struggled to come to 
terms with assessing the economic damage and the implications for global asset prices, a new factor emerged to exacerbate this 
task. On the 8th March, an oil price war was declared between Saudi Arabia and Russia, sparking a 30% collapse in the oil price 
in a single day. Over the quarter, the oil price fell an incredible 60%.  
 
As global lockdowns intensified, liquidity across financial markets dried up. Market makers’ transition to working from home 
resulted in an even lower than normal appetite to hold assets on their books. With panicked sellers trying to liquidate positions, 
prices fell sharply, often on little volume given the lack of available bids. The UK market in particular suffered, with its large 
investment trust universe combined with an equity market with high energy exposure being particularly affected. The liquidity 
squeeze extended even to the most liquid asset class on earth, the US Treasury Market, where bid-offer spreads moved to wides 
never before seen. It is hard to convey in words just how extraordinary this was. Global Central Banks took swift and decisive 
action, pouring liquidity into the system, engaging in new quantitative easing programmes that extended asset purchases to 
include the purchase of corporate bonds. Governments also acted rapidly, offering support packages for businesses unrivalled 
during peacetime, extending offers to pay workers’ wages for those businesses and self-employed worst affected.  
 
Few assets were able to deliver a positive return against this backdrop. The gold price proved robust as a haven, although gold 
mining stocks fell in line with broad equity markets, caught up in the risk off sentiment. Long dated government bonds also 
proved defensive and generated a positive return. 

Commentary 

UK Gilts - ICE BofA UK Gilts All Stocks, Gold - WisdomTree Physical Gold, Government Bonds - ICE BofA Global Government, 
UK Equities - MSCI United Kingdom All Cap, Private Equity - IT Private Equity, UK Smaller Companies  - MSCI United Kingdom 

Small Cap 

Chart Source: FE Analytics local currency total return 31/12/2019 to 31/03/2020.  
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Source: FE Analytics GBP total return 31/03/2020. C Acc units. Sector: IA Mixed Investment 40-85% Shares. 

DISTRIBUTION FUND 
PERFORMANCE 

Since Launch 

Last Quarter 
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DISTRIBUTION FUND 
PERFORMANCE 

Source: FE Analytics GBP total return 31/12/2019 to 31/03/2020. 

Performance history 

Cumulative performance % growth to last month end 

 Annualised 
since launch 

Since launch 5 
years 

3 
years 

1  
year 

3 months Annualised 
volatility 

since launch 

Fund  6.2 61.3 12.1 -6.0 -13.7 -18.9 8.0 

Sector 5.0 47.5 10.8 -2.6 -8.0 -15.4 8.6 

Quartile in 
Sector 1 1 2 3 4 4 1 

Commentary 

In what proved an incredibly difficult quarter to navigate, only a select few positions delivered a positive return. Despite 
negative performance from many real estate investment trusts, both Civitas Social Housing (+6.7%), which benefits from 
government backed inflation linked revenue, and Supermarket Income REIT (+1.1%), with supermarkets benefitting from a 
strong operating environment, bucked this trend. Distribution has c.40% in overseas currency exposure, including 20% 
exposure to the US dollar which acted as a risk off currency and appreciated 6.8% against sterling during the quarter. The 
position in CG Dollar (+9.8%), which invests in US TIPS, notably benefitted from this currency move.  
 
Unfortunately, these positive performers were more than offset by negative performance from the rest of the portfolio. The 
biggest detractor to returns came from our investment trust exposure. Financial markets declined sharply between 19th 
February and 23rd March. During this drawdown, investment trust exposure in Distribution averaged 40%, but investment 
trusts contributed in excess of 50% of the -22.8% drawdown, led by the performance of a number of real estate and asset 
backed debt investment trusts. Distribution’s investment trust holdings are extremely targeted, with the majority of the 
exposure in trusts with net asset values (NAVs) that we believe will prove defensive in the fullness of time. One example of 
the extreme volatility is shown by Civitas Social Housing, where rents are 100% backed by the government. The share price 
fell 20% in March over an 8 day period, before rising 27% over a 10 day period. We explain in more detail in our quarterly 
article why we believe many of the price moves have been irrational, do not represent permanent capital destruction, and that 
extreme price volatility has created significant opportunities we are taking advantage of.  
 
Equity income funds suffered as investors feared large dividend cuts and sought to move their investments into assets with 
more certainty of paying an income in the shorter term, with this selling into falling markets exacerbating price volatility. UK 
stocks suffered more aggressive falls than many other national equity markets as a higher exposure to energy companies which 
suffered in the wake of a 60% oil price decline, fears over dividend suspensions and cuts, and a sharp reversal of December’s 
‘Boris Bounce’ hampered market performance. UK smaller company stocks in particular sold off extremely aggressively, 
despite the fact they were trading at attractive valuations going into the market decline. Aberforth Split Level Income Trust    
(-53.7%), GVQ UK Focus (-38.3%) and Man GLG UK Income (-31.2%) were most severely affected.  
 
Elsewhere, private equity trusts saw discounts widen in line with broad equity market declines as investors attempted to price 
in the likely impact on private equity NAVs, whilst Asian and Emerging Market equities were also weak. Though the price of 
gold proved robust and acted as a safe haven, gold mining equities suffered sharp declines, caught up in the general negative 
market sentiment, with Merian Gold & Silver (-25.5%) suffering.  
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By holding 

DISTRIBUTION FUND 
ACTIVITY 

By asset class 

This chart calculates the asset breakdown on a look through basis of the underlying holdings, therefore there may be differences in 
the breakdown shown here and on the pie chart on page 7. 

Source: Internal as at 31/12/2019 and 31/03/2020. 

As concerns grew about the economic impact of coronavirus, we began to learn of the emergence of liquidity issues in bond 
markets. We took swift and decisive action, selling our entire position in Royal London Short Duration Global High Yield 
(RLSDGHYB), leaving the proceeds in cash. We conducted 75 meetings in a little over a week in order to understand what 
was happening in each asset class, and determine where opportunities had opened up and where price moves did not yet 
reflect deterioration in fundamentals. This research highlighted both the irrationality of many of the sharp falls in real estate 
investment trusts and unearthed an excellent opportunity emerging in credit markets, where spreads were pricing in default 
levels never before seen in history, including during the depths of the financial crisis. We reintroduced RLSDGHYB after the 
gross redemption yield on the fund had doubled since our sale and Schroder Strategic Credit on similarly compelling 
valuation metrics, and we increased Man GLG High Yield Opportunities. We increased our position in Fidelity Global 
Enhanced Income, the option premium captured from the covered-call overwriting strategy rises as volatility increases which 
will serve to boost the income the fund generates in these uncertain times. We added to Polar Capital Global Convertibles, 
where the structure is favourable with the bond floor protecting investors on the downside, but the embedded equity option 
providing upside capture if there is a sharp share price reversal.  
 
We were grateful to receive significant inflows into the Fund during the period, providing us with additional ammunition to 
top up areas where there had been irrational price falls. We added to a number of our real estate investment trust positions 
including Impact Healthcare REIT, Civitas Social Housing and Urban Logistics REIT at extraordinary prices. Using Impact as 
an example, we added at 69.5p on the 26th March, and by the 31st March the price had recovered to 92.6p. This is a 
staggering price move for a property trust that owns care homes, with government supported rental streams. A 33% return in 
just 3 trading days (28th and 29th were weekend days) highlights the importance of having instance access to management 
teams to allow informed and rational decision making in an extremely fast moving and often irrational investment 
environment.  
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Source: Internal as at 31/03/2020. 

DISTRIBUTION FUND 
HOLDINGS 

Property 19% 
AEW UK REIT 

Alternative Income REIT 

Civitas Social Housing REIT 

Impact Healthcare REIT 

Phoenix Spree Deutschland 

PRS REIT 

Regional REIT 

Sequoia Economic Infrastructure Income  

Supermarket Income REIT 

Tufton Oceanic Assets 

Urban Logistics REIT 

Warehouse REIT 

Cash 13%   

Each fund has been allocated to an asset class for this pie chart, therefore there may be differences in the breakdown shown here 
and on the asset allocation chart on page 6. 

Equities 36% 

Aberforth Split Level Income Trust 

Barings Global Dividend Champions 

BB Healthcare Trust 

Diverse Income Trust 

Fidelity Global Enhanced Income 

GAM UK Equity Income 

Gresham House UK Multi Cap Income  

Guinness Asian Equity Income 

GVQ UK Focus 

Hipgnosis Songs 

ICG Enterprise Trust 

Investec Global Gold  

Jupiter Emerging & Frontier Income Trust 

Jupiter Japan Income 

Man GLG UK Income 

Merian Gold & Silver 

Overstone Global Equity Income  

Polar Capital Global Convertibles  

Polar Capital Income Opportunities 

Princess Private Equity 

Prusik Asian Equity Income 

Bonds 32%  
Allianz Strategic Bond  

BioPharma Credit  

CG Dollar 

GCP Asset Backed Income 

M&G Emerging Markets Bond 

Man GLG High Yield Opportunities 

Muzinich Asia Credit Opportunities 

RDL Realisation 

Real Estate Credit Investments 

RM Secured Direct Lending 

Royal London Short Duration Global  

High Yield Bond 

Schroder Strategic Credit  

Semper Total Return 
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COMPELLING OPPORTUNITIES IN 
CHALLENGING MARKETS 

  

Source: Internal and FE Analytics.  

These are clearly extraordinary and highly uncertain times from a humanitarian, social and economic perspective. 

During the quarter, financial markets declined at the fastest pace on record. Our Funds were not immune from these 

falls. We have long communicated to our investors our concerns that valuations in mainstream equity and credit markets 

looked extended and that in constructing our portfolios, we seek to avoid the most expensive areas of financial markets 

and instead ensure that each investment offers a margin of safety, uncorrelated returns, or a combination of both. Over 

recent years, this more cautious approach has seen our exposure to traditional equities and bond markets fall. The 

corollary of this is a higher allocation to more idiosyncratic risk and investments that exhibit limited correlation to 

mainstream financial markets. These include lowly-geared investment trusts investing in private equity, direct loans, 

ships, song royalties and targeted areas of the property market. Whilst we hoped that this cautious approach would stand 

us in good stead during a more difficult period for financial markets, we always accepted there was a risk that in the 

short term the prices of some of these investments could detach from fundamentals. This has been the case, and our 

Funds have therefore not been immune from the broad based nature of the selloff. In absolute terms, our three Funds 

have protected capital better than equity markets. Taking the MSCI United Kingdom Index as a proxy (given the 

majority of our investors are based in the UK and have sterling liabilities), downside capture during the sharp falls 

between 19th February 2020 and 23rd March 2020 was 52% for Vanbrugh, 71% for Distribution and 85% for Global 

Opportunities. Nevertheless, we are disappointed with the absolute returns the Funds have generated during the 

declines.  

  

You will recall that we use investment trusts to gain access to asset classes that either cannot (i.e. private equity) or 

should not (i.e. property) be accessed through open ended vehicles. Over the years, investment trusts have been a big 

positive contributor to our Funds’ returns, with their contribution to performance far in excess of their overall weight in 

the Funds. The below chart shows the average investment trust exposure and the proportion of returns generated by 

investment trusts in Vanbrugh over the five year period to the end of December 2019. In recent weeks, however, price 

falls have been indiscriminate across financial markets, but in particular within the investment trust universe. Going into 

the recent market falls, Vanbrugh had 31% in investment trusts, Distribution 42% and Global Opportunities 47%, with 

investment trusts contributing 51%, 52% and 52% respectively of the performance of the Funds during this difficult period. 
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  There are a number of factors that we believe have contributed to the rapid widening of investment trust discounts in 

the short term, but three in particular stand out. The first, and arguably most important reason for the speed of the 

declines, is liquidity. Never before has the majority of the investment community and in particular the market-making 

community been working from home at the same time, and it was natural to expect a short transition period as 

communication lines were being fully established. Traders lacked the confidence to step in and deal in size in the 

market. The second factor is sentiment. During the financial crisis over a decade ago, discounts widened rapidly, most 

notably for property and private equity trusts. The scars of those moves live fresh in the memories of many investors, 

and a number of market participants began panic selling positions into falling markets. The effect of these two technical 

factors simultaneously occurring was both unprecedented and unforeseeable, but they were augmented by a third factor 

- uncertainty over what impact the coronavirus and resulting economic slowdown might have on  to the underlying net 

asset value (NAV) of trusts. This triumvirate combined to spook a number of investment trust participants into making 

the decision to sell first, and ask questions later. This led to price falls that in many cases were completely irrational, with 

price falls far in excess of any reasonable (and most unreasonable!) scenario for the long term impact of coronavirus. 

The below chart emphasises both the speed and the extraordinary scale of the widening of discounts across the 

investment trust universe. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

We did not panic. The first two levels of uncertainty mentioned above are a function of market technicals, which whilst 

exerting a short term influence on market moves tend to have limited impact on longer term fundamentals. Changes in 

market liquidity and other technical factors are also hard to predict and as such our process does not expend too much 

time trying to forecast here, but we do embrace the fact that technicals can create shorter term investment opportunities 

around better entry and exit points for nimble investors such as ourselves. The third factor, looking at the fundamental 

drivers of an investment trusts performance and making a probabilistic assessment of the expected impact on the NAV 

and the income we expect a trust to generate and pay out, is always where the bulk of our analytical work is focussed 

and this is as true of late as ever. During the past two weeks, the HFM team have conducted in excess of 70 (virtual) 

meetings with managers from across all of the asset classes in which we invest. This has augmented our views and 

Source: Winterflood Securities to 01/04/2020. 
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  helped us build a comprehensive picture of the current investment environment allowing us to assess where 

opportunities may lie, and also where price falls may not yet reflect the deterioration in fundamentals. The benefit of 

being able to access best in class managers, experts in their respective fields, at such short notice has been an incredibly 

valuable resource to tap into at a time when events are developing rapidly. In recent weeks, these meetings have given 

us the confidence to use some of our elevated cash levels to achieve fantastic long term entry points into some 

investments in both the open ended and closed ended arena. Significantly our research has led us to believe that much 

of the unwelcome volatility the Funds have had to endure over the past month due to the sharp moves in our investment 

trust holdings has not resulted in a permanent loss of capital. We look at two asset classes where we have identified 

opportunities below. 

  

We went into the market falls with elevated exposure to real estate investment trusts relative to history. At a time when 

yields available from traditional sources such as government and corporate bonds were paltry, income from certain 

areas of the property market appeared highly attractive. We are very selective in our property exposure, utilising best in 

class managers who are experts in their fields to take advantage of long term structural themes in very specific sub- 

sectors such as use of care homes and the shift towards online shopping, of compelling supply/demand dynamics in 

regional offices and private rented sector homes, and of inflation linked government backed revenue streams. Property 

trusts today are very different from the financial crisis, when the sector was composed of generalists who were jack of all 

trades, and masters of none, deploying vast amounts of covenant heavy leverage into their buildings in order to boost 

returns. Today, leverage levels are considerably lower, and interest cover costs are cheap thanks to incredibly low 

interest rates.  

 

All of the trusts we invest in have significant room on all of their covenants, have long term debt in place that doesn’t 

need to be refinanced, and work incredibly closely with all of their tenants and the banks. Despite this, property trust 

prices fell in line with UK small cap stocks. We spoke to all of our property trust managers, and were surprised to hear 

of a lack of engagement from other investors despite the opportunities that appeared to be materialising. We gained the 

confidence to selectively add to areas where the price fall appeared indiscriminate, where we had confidence in the 

strength of the trusts balance sheet, and where the long term opportunity and thus income generating potential in our 

assessment was not impaired, even if there would be a short term hit. Examples of our dealing include topping up 

Impact Healthcare REIT at 68.5p (currently over 83p), Civitas Social Housing at 78p (now over 93p) and a small top up 

in Regional REIT at 51p (now over 80p as I write). Despite several price rebounds, we still believe there is significant 

value in very select areas of property markets. 

  

We have identified a very good opportunity developing in corporate bond markets, where the recent drawdown has 

resulted in widening credit spreads that are now pricing in an unprecedented increase in corporate defaults. The sell-off 

has been indiscriminate, driven in part by redemptions and forced selling which has created a fertile hunting ground for 

our trusted, active managers. Corporate bond prices may well head lower still in the coming weeks and months but we 

take comfort from the confidence our managers have in the solvency of their underlying portfolios and see current yields 

and spreads as offering a decent margin of safety. Central bank action to support fixed income markets in recent weeks 

is also important and has helped restore liquidity in investment grade and high yield markets alike. We expect many 

companies to cut dividends in the coming months to help shore up balance sheets and for cash flows to be diverted 

away from shareholders towards bondholders. The fact that companies are legally obliged to meet coupon and principal 

payments on their debt,  provides us with greater confidence in the security of income offered by corporate bonds 
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  relative to that offered by equity dividends. We have therefore taken the decision to materially increase exposure to 

mainstream credit across our three funds through the (re-)introduction of Schroder Strategic Credit and Royal London 

Short Duration Global High Yield Bond and Man GLG High Yield Opportunities. We recently sold RLSDGHYB 

across all of our mandates but in the weeks following this sale, the fund has fallen c.12%. In recent years, the fund has 

broadly offered a cash-like total return profile of LIBOR +250bps to investors. This has rapidly changed. High yield 

spreads have widened sharply and the gross redemption yield on the fund has risen to 8.2%, despite the fact that the 

portfolio has 20% in cash. It is a similar story for Man GLG High Yield Opportunities which invests in high yield 

corporate bonds and has the ability to short credits, and Schroder Strategic Credit, which owns a mixture of investment 

grade and high yield bonds. For Schroder Strategic Credit the effective yield on the portfolio was 3.8% at the end of 

February, it is close to 8% today. 

  

In the same way that we have been dynamically shifting exposure in our Funds, we believe that the active managers that 

we invest with are very well placed to take advantage of the dislocations that are occurring in their respective asset 

classes. The ability to act swiftly to rotate portfolios towards the most compelling opportunities in their specialist fields 

will provide the foundation for attractive long term returns from today, with many expressing genuine excitement about 

the scale of the opportunity that is beginning to present itself. The road ahead is going to be bumpy, but our Funds are 

in a strong position to be able to selectively and carefully take advantage of these opportunities with our elevated cash 

position and ability to quickly and dynamically adjust our portfolios. We are acutely aware of the responsibility you have 

placed in us to manage your savings, and we are immensely grateful for the faith you have shown in us to navigate 

through this difficult period. As investors in all three Funds, alongside our family, friends and colleagues, we share in 

your experience, and we are as determined and focused as ever to deliver good outcomes for our clients. We are always 

happy to talk to investors, so if you have any further questions, please don’t hesitate to get in touch. 
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This document is issued by Hawksmoor Fund Managers which is a trading name of Hawksmoor Investment 
Management (“Hawksmoor”), the investment manager of the MI Hawksmoor Distribution Fund (“Fund”). Hawksmoor 
is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Hawksmoor's registered office is 2nd Floor Stratus 
House, Emperor Way, Exeter Business Park, Exeter, Devon EX1 3QS and company number is 6307442. The Fund’s 
Authorised Corporate Director, Maitland Institutional Services Ltd (“Maitland”) is also authorised and regulated by the 
Financial Conduct Authority. This document does not constitute an offer or invitation to any person, nor should its 
content be interpreted as investment or tax advice for which you should consult your financial adviser and/or 
accountant. The information and opinions it contains have been compiled or arrived at from sources believed to be 
reliable at the time and are given in good faith, but no representation is made as to their accuracy, completeness or 
correctness. Hawksmoor, its directors, officers, employees and their associates may have a holding in the Fund. Any 
opinion expressed in this document, whether in general or both on the performance of individual securities and in a 
wider economic context, represents the views of Hawksmoor at the time of preparation and may be subject to change. 
Past performance is not a guide to future performance. The value of an investment and any income from it can fall as 
well as rise as a result of market and currency fluctuations. You may not get back the amount you originally invested. 
Please read the Prospectus and relevant version of the Key investor Information Document (“KIID”) which can be found 
on our website www.hawksmoorim.co.uk before making an investment. All information is at 31/03/2020 for the C Acc 
share class unless otherwise stated. HA3763  

IMPORTANT INFORMATION 

For further information on any of our Funds or Services, or to arrange a meeting with a Fund Manager, please contact 
us on the details below: 
 
David Chapman - Business Development Manager     
Email: david.chapman@hawksmoorfm.co.uk     
Phone: 07384 114953        
Website: www.hawksmoorim.co.uk      

 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

http://www.hawksmoorim.co.uk

